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Overview
 Supply chain
 Metadata cycle
 What librarians need
 Why librarians need it
 What can be done for the future?
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We rely on ….
 Correct and exact title lists of the consortium deals
 not including site specific title subscriptions

 Correct and exact holding lists in KBART format of the subscribed titles
 Good RDA bibliographic records for subscribed titles
 Real-time and frequent updating of title and holdings information
 By the supplier to the KB suppliers
 When deals are renewed
 When titles are added or removed during subscription period

KBART: Knowledge Bases and Related Tools
Working Group
 KBART a joint initiative (with NISO) was launched in 2008 (https://www.uksg.org/kbart)
 Phase I explored data problems within the OpenURL supply chain
 They recommended best practices for formatting and distributing title lists (2010)
 This enables content providers to greatly increase the accessibility of their products.

 KBART II is managed by NISO
 Report on recommended practices in 2014 http://www.niso.org/publications/rp/rp-9-2014/
 Section 3 of the report reports on “Metadata for Consortia”.

 The KBART support process includes a framework for enabling content providers to
achieve compliance and publicly endorse their commitment to providing high quality
metadata to the supply chain
 Promotes smoother interaction between members of the knowledge base supply
chain: content providers, knowledgebase providers and libraries

KBART files
 Should be generated for all available collections sold by a content provider
 including Consortia deals if they differ from a standard collection
 They should exclude single title subscriptions by specific libraries
 Errors and inconsistencies in KB data cause services to break down
 Metadata should be provided in plain text encoded as UTF_8
 Metadata should be supplied in a tab separated metadata file with column
headers
 Fields should appear in the order presented in KBART recommendation 6.1.1

KBART for Serials

OA

Deep Dive into KBART - NISO https://www.slideshare.net/NASIG/deep-dive-into-kbart

Package/database name
 Package/database names must include the consortium name if the subscribed
content differs from the general package of the supplier
 SpringerLINK (SANLIC)
 ScienceDirect Freedom Collection (SANLiC)

 Package name must be adjusted if new deals are signed under a new name OR
new sub-packages are provided
 New metadata must be supplied to the KB providers at the same time as the deals are
negotiated and signed

 Package name must include the years of the subscription if specific periods are
applicable

Packages in Knowledge Bases

Examples of title total differences in
packages
 Freedom Collection (SANLiC)

2,195

 Freedom Collection (NESLI)

2,224

 Freedom Collection

2,361

 Freedom Collection (Cristin)

2,233

 Freedom Collection 2016 (DRAA)

2,262

 Freedom Collection (Bibliosan)

2,471

 Freedom Collection (BadenWürttemberg)

2,083

 Springerlink (SANLiC)

1925 titles in KB (updated 12 May
2017 in KB)
2171 titles in Vendor List (Received
14/03/2017)
246 titles not in KB?

Last load had 6592 titles

Titles
 Variant titles caused by misspellings, title variations, or the use of previous or subsequent
titles, lead to matching problems
 Use full title as on print journal or homepage
 Title changes should be listed separately with their set of coverage dates
 Articles and subtitles should be included
 Words or identifiers should not be added after titles
 Series titles should not be added before proper titles

 Best practice
 Use a form of the title that appears as a main title in a standard cataloging source
 CONSER record set, the OCLC WorldCat database, or the ISSN Registry

Unique Identifiers: ISSN, EISSN, ISBN, EISBN
 The accurate use of the ISSN is critical in ensuring successful resolution of
OpenURL-based links
 ISSNs should be correct and in the correct format, e.g. 0378-4363
 (Uhlrichs, ISSN portal, Library catalogs (LC, National Libraries)

 Do not re-use ISSNs for title changes, use print if only print available for earlier title
 Supply both the print and the online identifier if available and applicable to a specific
publication
 Knowledge base developers should successfully manage multiple ISSN for a given title
 Most titles that are available both in print and online have more than one valid ISSN assigned
to them.

Dates, volumes and issues
 Use the ISO 8601 format for dates, e.g. 2013-05-14
 KBART does not support non-numeric dates like Spring, Summer etc.
 Start and closing dates must be applicable to the specific subscription (incl. consortium
deals)
 Embargo dates must be applicable to a specific subscription (incl. consortium deals)
 Dates for titles that change or ceased publications must be correct
 Volume and issue entries must follow KBART recommendations and be applicable to the
specific subscription (incl. consortium deals)

Start dates inconsistencies

BUT SANLiC deal is only from 1995

When things go right (yes it can!)
 Journal Sociologie du travail cancelled its publication contract with Elsevier
(ScienceDirect Freedom Collection) at the end of 2016
 Title automatically corrected in ScienceDirect Freedom Collection (SANLiC)
with correct closing dates

 Title available for selection in the EBSCO EDS knowledgebase

Entitlement list not in KBART format:
Inside OUP Unisa admin portal

OUP Librarians page

Publishers providing correct holdings in KBART format

Unfortunately
SANLIC list is
empty

Why is a correct Kb so important?
 New Kb ingests the classic catalogue, IR, local and any other content
collections libraries want to offer
 Kb is a core library infrastructure supporting most of the visible services
delivered
 Libraries spend millions of Rand on subscribed online resources and should
supply correct access to their users
 Users get despondent and loose faith in the system if they are offered dead
links instead of the full-text articles or e-books
 Library staff cannot sift through thousands of titles to try and determine which
titles or holdings are relevant to their subscriptions
 It is complex and time consuming to work with sub-standard metadata records
and incorrect holdings data
 Accuracy and completeness of a library’s kb fundamental requirement for
quality services rendered
 Kb is central to build new generation services such as web-scale discovery and
library services platforms (patron facing products)

Successful knowledgebase = manual labour?

Do you want robots to take over your job
(especially the manual labour part)?

What libraries want to see:
 Interoperability between systems
 Leverage the technology imbedded in the information supply chain from content
creators to Kb providers, through to discovery service to public availability
 Support the increasing importance of web-scale discovery service as single access point
of all resources including OA content

 Support efficient workflows in the metadata cycle
 Reduce the number of investigative work required – checking, corrections, validation
 Create collections in all Kb’s equal to the collections offered (KBART II requirement)
 Reduce troubleshooting of e-resources in support services

What libraries want to see:
 Supporting digital asset management and inventory control
 Accurate and standardized holdings lists through the supply chain
 Internal auditing of assets includes digital holdings as evidence of expenditure
 Accurate at the time of offer to the consortium even for customized collections
 After the “Big Deal” a record of retention of permanent content

 Support decision making – metrics & analytics
 If users can’t find it, they won’t be using it – downward spiral of usage and funding
 Quality knowledgebase can be used to support other services requiring holdings lists
such as accreditation reports
 Support collection management with derivate tools such as overlap analyses
 Provide open access metadata (KBART II) will enable libraries to enlarge their content
offering to end-users

A successful knowledgebase - is there light
at the end of the tunnel?

http://www.canstockphoto.com/illustration/tunnel.html

We hope that we can work together to
make this work for South Africa!
THANK YOU

